It's Too BIG! (**4** Book TABOO SIZE Collection)
**Synopsis**

A *TIGHT* fit is always the *RIGHT* fit...Bundle includes:* TRIPLE Checking Her Cherry* Cramming HIS Comfort* Stuffing the Brat to the BRIM* SEED ME... at a special discounted rate!==>

This TABOO bundle is all about **big, oversized cocks** and the pussies that are almost TOO TIGHT to take 'em!!

**BOOK DESCRIPTIONS:**

**TRIPLE Checking Her Cherry**

Poor little Cami has a problem with her pussy. Hers isn’t like all the other girls’ at university -- it’s damn near sealed thanks to her extra-tight cherry. The way 19-year-old Cami sees it, she has two options: she could have surgery to fix it, or she could get the man of the house to fix it. She decides to opt for the latter, failing to recognize this means giving her *V card* to someone she shouldn’t.

Popping Cami’s cherry won’t be quick, easy or painless -- her pussy is just too tight, and the man of the house is just TOO BIG! It also won’t be without consequence in about NINE MONTHS...Cramming HIS Comfort

Poor, sweet little Sara. Her longtime boyfriend has just called it quits, leaving her heart -- and pussy -- in shambles. Ricky had been her whole world -- how was she ever going to forget him?

Fortunately for 19-year-old Sara, she has another boy waiting in the wings... a boy she’s known a very long time... a FORBIDDEN boy who’s ready to take care of her in **ANY** way that she needs... (**previously titled** Soothing Sara)

**Stuffing the Brat to the BRIM**

The man of the house has been living under the same roof as someone he’s not supposed to have for years. Faced with an obsession that’s slowly starting to grow out of control, he tries to do the right thing by sending his **hot, young, tight temptation** out of state to attend college.

Alas, "out of sight, out of mind" is but a pipe dream when it comes to a pussy this perfect. When 18-year-old sorority girl, Kaylee, returns home on winter break, the man of the house decides to make up for lost time. He’s ready to indulge to the fullest, even if he won't FIT... (**previously titled** Too MUCH, Too SOON for the Sweet Sorority Girl)

**SEED ME**

18-year-old girls have their minds set on college -- not conception. But for as long as she can remember, young Gaby has wanted a baby to call her own. Problem is, most guys her age are actively avoiding any "accidents", when all poor Gaby wants is to be taken hard, fast and bareback.

If only there was someone MUCH OLDER to be there to provide for her baby... and provide the baby. Fortunately for Gaby, she won’t end up having to look very far... not even beyond the bounds of her very own roof! (**previously titled** You Getting Me Pregnant Is a Gift)

***** Size DOES matter! *****
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